INTRODUCTION
The acceleration of 238 u to ~elativistic energies .at·the BEVAI.AC has opened· a new area of study. U~ Very little is known experimentally about the physics of such highly charged energetic particles. In order to begin to study the reactions in this realm the basic questions about reaction rates and modes of frag'" mentation must be answered.
During an experiment to measure the equilibrium charge distributions of relativistic uranium in matter, a few hours of beam time were devoted to the first measurements of the nuclear cross sections of uranium on various elemental targets. The goal of the experiment was to measure the target mass dependence of the reaction cross section, the fission cross section and, to obtain some information of the probability of central collisions. Such information tests the geometric models of the reaction mechanism, the limiting fragmentation hypothesis and also provides · necessary information for the design of future accelerators and experiments.
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APPARATUS and ANALYSIS
The uranium· ions were injected into the BEVATRON at charge state +68 from the SUPERHILAC. The beam was accelerated to 960 MeV /nucleon, extracted and delivered to the experimental area. The ions then passed out of the vacuum chamber through a 55mg/cm 2 window and struck the experimental apparatus shown in Fig. la Two lmm thick by 4.6cm diameter position sensitive solid state detectors (Dl,D2) were used to identify tp.e beam charge and position before the target.
These detectors assured us that fragments made in the window and· the air of the cave,were not used in the cross section determinations. The position determination required that the beam particles selected for reaction measurements be centered on the targets. After the target,. there was a solid state detector telescope (D3-10)consisting of two lmm thick by 4.6cm diameter detectors and seven 5mm thick by 7.6cm diameter detectors to determine the type of reaction which had taken place. Detector spacing was typically B-9mm; the target was 2cm behind the second PSD and 12.5cm in front of the D3-10 telescope. All particles produced in the target traveling within 10.4 degrees of the beam direction hit the D3 detector. Targets used ranged from CH2 to Pb and are listed in Table   1 .
Data was collected whenever D1 and D2 were in coincidence and above one half of the nominal beam pulse height. The signals from the detectors were amplified and then digitized using LeCroy 2259 peak sensing analog to digital units in Camac. Data was routed through the standard Heavy Jon Spectrometer System of data collection and diagnostics. 3
The pulse height spectrum in D3 when Dl and D2 record a 92U beam particle centered on a Cu target is shown in Fig. lb . Basic to understanding the features of this data is the fact that at this energy the projectile fragments are -4-moving at very close to beam velocity. Because the projectile fragments move forward in a narrow cone, the detectors downstream of the target record the total energy loss of all projectile fragments from the reaction. Thus the signal is proportional to the sum of the charges of the fragments squared. Since our tngger scheme accepts un-interacted events we have the known charge of the beam to calibrate the energy seen in the detectors. A useful variable is the effective charge of the particle or particles after the reaction. Because dE/dX is proportional to Z 2 at constant velocity the square root of the energy deposit is proportional to the charge of the particle. We define the effective charge, z•.
as the square root of the energy deposit normalized so the z•· of the beam is 92.
In our case there is usually more than one particle present, however, z• is usually dominated by one or two particles. For instance, a z• =20 event could be produced by: one Z=20 particle, two Z=14. would have a Z • of 65. This semi-raw data then shows us in a qualitative fashion that the reaction of uranium with hydrogen is dominated by fission and that the -5-fission process becomes less and less prominent as the target mass increases. 4 Also we see that there is a drastic increase of low z• events as the target mass increases. Ultimately this feature competes with fission as the most favored topology in the reaction. These-low z• events are naturally interpreted as violent events where the bulk of the projectile is broken up in the reaction. The probability of catastrophic collisions is of more than passing interest,as such events are the first place where one expects new phenomena to be exhibited. This is due to the possibility of high nuclear temperatures and densities. In the following sections we will quantify the reaction modes we have defined here.
CHARGE CHANGING CROSS SECTION
At the right of the graph in Fig. lb We quote the charge changing cross section which is equal to the reaction cross section minus all non-charge changing reactions. Below we estimate this difference. The analysis methods are essentially the same as those used in an earlier experiment described in Ref. 5 . The results for the various targets are listed in Table 1 . One further target mass ( 28 si) is made available by looking at the decrease of beam flux in the telescope itself.
In Fig. 3 , we compare the data to the standard geometrical overlap model.
The overlap model has the following form:
where we take R 0 =1.4Xl0-13 em and 6=1.0 which are values found to fit heavy ion reactions in the region of A 9 =12-56. 5 · 6 The fit is quite poor. The overprediclion at low target masses is probably due to nuclear transparency effects. At -6-target masses above 40 amu the underprediction may be explained by the fact that coulomb processes become significant. Coulomb excitation followed by neutron emission or fission is significant for the targets Cu and heavier. It is the electromagnetically induced fission that affects the signC\l in this experiment.
We have calculated this contribution using measured photonuclear cross sections and the Weizsacker-Williams virtual photon spectrum. 7 · 8 For the Cu, Ta and Pb targets the electromagnetically induced fission contributions are .23, 1.16 and 1.49 barns, respectively. Subtracting these values from the data points in Fig. 3 indicates that the geometric model is adequate for the nuclear part of the cross section on targets heavier than hydrogen. Further insight is found by comparison with the soft-spheres model of Karol. 9 This model is a closed form approximation to the Glauber optical formalism, it uses tapered nuclear density distributions and should account for the transparency effect. In applying this model we have added our calculation of the electromagnetic contributions and allowed the nucleon-nucleon cross section input parameter to be variable. The resultant best fit value of 20mb is an effective nucleon-nucleon cross section for the charge changing portion of the reaction cross section. The open triangles in Fig. 3 show the agreement is good over the entire range of target masses. We thus conclude that the optical model adequately predicts the cross section as long as the electromagnetic component is added. In this model the difference between our effective nucleon-nucleon cross section and the experimental value of 40mb for this energy range is due to unobserved non-charge changing channels such as neutron removal and nuclear excitation. If this interpretation is true; then the nuclear reaction cross section is larger than the charge changing cross sections reported here by 13% for a hydrogen target to 6% on the lead target.
Because the energy loss while passing through the detectors is appreciable ,.
... The concept of calculating the cross sections of prominent features of the data was also applied to the peak at low pulse heights. This peak corresponds to the break up of the uranium into many low charged fragments. We call the cross section for this feature the central collision cross section. The definition of thepeak is chosen to be the pulse height corresponding to the sum of the fragment charges squared being less than 400. This requirement could be satisfied by a single fragment of z=20 or more probably an event containing a single fragment in the range z=l0-15 and accompanying z=l and 2 particles. This definition of centrality is slightly more restrictive than that used in an analysis of streamer chamber data. 12 It is more restrictive in the sense that we see 20% central colli- The limiting fragmentation hypothesis states that at high enough energies the cross section for fragmentation into the various channels is independent of target. 13 This concept has been tested for heavy ion reactions and been found valid for beams as heavy as iron and targets from Be to U. 11 The Glauber model predicts this factorization for peripheral reactions. 11 With our present data it is possible to extend the test to hydrogen target and uranium beam. We do this by looking at the target dependence of the nuclear part of the fission channel relative to the other channels dominated by a high leading charge. These channels are defined by being that part of the cross section that is not fission and also not central. Thus we just subtract the fission cross section and the central cross section from the total charge changing cross section. This ratio is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of target mass. It is clear that for the C to Pb targets the ratio is constant. However, there is a large relative excess in the fission channel for the hydrogen target. We attribute this to the fact that it takes over 1. 7GeV to completely disassociate uranium into its constituent nucleons, thus many channels just are not open ~ven it the proton deposits all of its energy in the uranium. The uranium reactions at 900MeV /nucleon obey limiting fragmentation with the exception of the hydrogen target where the large total binding energy of the uranium leads to deviations.
CONCLUSIONS
These charge changing measurements indicate that the nuclear part of the uranium reaction cross section is well explained using the soft spheres model for all target masses. •• -13- 
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